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1Who we are

We make it happens

Values

Cerviglas is a Valencia-based company with a
rich history spanning over 40 years in the glass
manufacturing sector. We specialize in a wide
array of glass manufacturing and finishing
processes.

At Cerviglas, our core values are rooted in
attention to detail, bespoke craftsmanship, and
the assurance of exquisite work. Every member of
the Cerviglas team embraces and embodies
these values, contributing to a collective effort
that strives for improvement and evolution each
day.



2Down to the last detail

Any solution you need

Details

Cerviglas approaches projects as unique and
tailor-made, maintaining meticulous oversight
of each one to provide unparalleled customer
service. Every piece of glass is handled with care
and transformed with the necessary finishes to
contribute to the distinctive value of Cerviglas
products.

Thanks to our extensive machinery and factory,
Cerviglas provides every conceivable solution in
the market, ensuring that your project becomes
exactly as you envision.



3Across the globe

International

With over 40 years of experience, Cerviglas has undertaken numerous renowned projects not
only in Spain but also on the international stage, with installations spanning across the world.
The prestige of Cerviglas is fueling an increasing demand in the international sphere.
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Quality seals that
endorse the products
At Cerviglas, quality is not just a standard; it's our commitment. We
adhere to the highest standards of craftsmanship, utilizing cutting-edge
technology and a keen eye for detail to ensure that every product bearing
the Cerviglas name reflects our unwavering dedication to excellence.
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Sun
protection

Easy to
clean

Preferred
aesthetics

Noise
reduction

Double and triple glazing

We are a producers of CLIMALIT® brand, that customizes double glazing solutions
based on customer needs, offering a variety of special-coated glass options to
achieve desired outcomes.

with the finest market-leading coated glass

Planitherm®  
Planistar®
Climaguard

Temperature
control

Bird-friendly
& eco-friendly

STADIP SILENCE®

4BIRDS®
ORAÉ®

Cool-Lite®
Sunguard HP®
Guardian Sun®

Bioclean®

Vision-Lite®
Mirastar®
VANCEVA Colors



Curved Glass

Curved glass is a specialized form of glass that deviates from the conventional flat
surface, adding a unique architectural and design dimension to structures. This
type of glass is crafted through a controlled heating and cooling process, allowing
it to take on graceful curves and bends.

The versatility of curved glass makes it an ideal choice for modern and aesthetically
pleasing architectural designs. It not only enhances the visual appeal of a space but also
contributes to the overall functionality and ambiance.

Whether used in facades, windows, or interior elements, curved glass provides a seamless
and elegant solution, allowing designers and architects to explore innovative possibilities in
creating dynamic and eye-catching spaces.

Unique forms

Versatility

Possibilities



Fire-resistant Glass

Fire-resistant glass is a specialized type of glass designed to withstand high
temperatures and prevent the spread of flames and smoke during a fire. It is a
crucial component in enhancing the safety and security of buildings, particularly in
areas where fire protection is a primary concern.

Manufactured using advanced technologies, fire-resistant glass is often
composed of multiple layers of glass and interlayers that are specifically
engineered to provide fire resistance. In the event of a fire, these layers work
together to maintain structural integrity, reduce heat transfer, and act as a barrier
against flames and smoke.

Fire safety



Security Glass

Laminated safety glass consists of two or more glass
panels intimately bonded by interposing one or
more layers of polyvinyl butyral (PVB or EVA). The
perfect glass-to-PVB adherence is achieved through
a thermal and pressure treatment. In the event of
glass breakage in a typical installation, the glass
fragments remain adhered to the PVB layer(s),
keeping the assembly within the frame.

Tempered glass undergoes a specialized heat
treatment process that imparts exceptional strength
and durability. When broken, tempered glass fractures
into small, blunt pieces rather than sharp shards,
reducing the risk of injury. This type of security glass is
particularly suitable for applications where resistance to
impact is crucial. Example: SECURIT®

Laminated 

Tempered Glass



Lacquered

Decorative and Aesthetic Glass

Technique used for any printing on tempered glass. It
allows for the printing of images, designs, shapes, or
colors.

Enameled Glass, its opaque and colored appearance is
achieved by enameling one of its surfaces, with
components of the same nature as glass. Available in
both temperable and non-temperable coatings.

Application of enameling through a screen applied to
one side of the glass. Tempered glass.

Polyvinyl sheets that conform to one side of the glass and
can be decorated through digital printing. They can be
laminated between two glass layers for enhanced
durability

Digital Printing

Screen Printed

Decorative Vinyls
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Luxurious Chalets
We specialize in double and triple glazing for
residences. A testament to our expertise is
the multitude of such projects
commissioned by our clients.

Explore more projects in luxurious chalets or
residences on our website or social media.
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Business Buildings
Our expertise extends to the design and
implementation of glass solutions that
seamlessly integrate with the architectural
vision of modern business spaces.
Our projects in corporate buildings exemplify
a commitment to both functionality and
aesthetics.
An example of that is Scheneider Building in
Pamplona
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Educational
Institutions
From innovative glass partitions that foster
collaboration to energy-efficient windows
that enhance natural lighting, our projects in
educational institutions prioritize the well-
being of students and educators. We
understand the importance of creating
spaces that inspire and facilitate the
learning process.
This one is EDEM School building in Valencia.
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Public 
Infrastructure
Our commitment to quality and innovation is
evident in the diverse range of public works
projects we have undertaken. Whether it's
the creation of iconic glass facades for
municipal buildings or the implementation of
energy-efficient glass solutions in public
spaces, Cerviglas plays a pivotal role in
enhancing the visual appeal and
functionality of public infrastructure.
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Interior Elements 
Showcase
Cerviglas specializes in elevating interior
spaces through our tailored glass solutions.
Our portfolio of interior elements
encompasses a diverse array, including
stairs, railings, partitions, and more. Each
project is a testament to our commitment to
merging functionality with aesthetic appeal.
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